
 ●  I support Stanford faculty's letter dated September 8, 2021 to AG Mr. Garland. 
 ●  No political in Academia! 
 ●  Terminate the "China Initiative" now!!! 
 ●  Thank you 
 ●  Stop China Initiative. It is hurting the foundation of the country! 
 ●  This China Initiative is wrong since it specifically targets people of Chinese heritage! 
 ●  Thank you for organizing this activity! 
 ●  Thank you for your Great work !! 
 ●  The Department of Justice must end the racist China Initiative if it is serious about 

 protecting its citizens and legal immigrants against the on-going racial profiling focused 
 on Chinese Americans and Chinese visiting scholars across many university campuses 
 and research institutions. 

 ●  Thank you for starting the letter! 
 ●  More collaborations of the two countries can make USA stronger. Hope both countries to 

 do more collaboration. 
 ●  Thanks for organizing this petition! 
 ●  DOJ should rescind China Initiative 
 ●  Thanks for organizing this effort! 
 ●  Do the right thing - end governmental policies that are discriminatory. 
 ●  Thank you for your effort to END DOJ's "China Initiative". 
 ●  Biden administration needs to stop this clear act of the racism against Chinese 

 Americans. 
 ●  Fully endorse the letter. 
 ●  Some academic institution use .org email address 
 ●  China Initiative should be ended. 
 ●  An courageous step! 
 ●  A sharper and smarter policy to address espionage is the need. Please involve the 

 scientific community, especially those among us who have worked within the 
 government. 

 ●  I really appreciate your efforts.  I was puzzled by China Initiative and why it is still there. 
 ●  Science without border. Regardless what ethnicity one belongs to, we all are humans 

 that work hard to discover the world for the better. Why can't we cherish the talent 
 instead of  disparaging it? 

 ●  Truth is critically important 
 ●  This campaign is of benefits to the US leadership. China initiative is near-sighted. 
 ●  Thank you very much for the initiative! 
 ●  It is really concerning to see the loss of world class scientists from this country 
 ●  China Initiative' hurts US competitiveness by wasting resources pursuing mistakes of 

 negligence on reporting/disclosure instead of true espionage, and creating fear among 
 researchers and thus driving them to the competitor. Such racial profiling practices are 
 morally wrong and practically ineffective. 

 ●  It's a kind of racial profiling! 
 ●  Thanks. Such prosecution should be behavior based  instead of ethnicity or nationality 

 based. 
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 ●  The “China Initiative” is damaging the fundamental science in the US and America’s 
 ability to attract global talent. 

 ●  The China Initiative has disrupted academic norms, supply chain of talents, and brain 
 drain, leading to possibly racial profiling. 

 ●  100% suggest. 
 ●  Stop the China Initiative! 
 ●  keep good fights to Chinese and other race biased US politically motivated views and 

 policies in fact harmful to science and US securities 
 ●  Have to remove it 
 ●  I support the termination of the china initiative 
 ●  I fully support the Stanford letter and urge the DOJ to end the China Initiative and to stop 

 current unjust and discriminatory prosecutions 
 ●  Thank you! 
 ●  Unyielding support 
 ●  US is a county full of fair and justice, which can attract all the top people in the world. 

 What another country’s government is doing should not become reasons to punlish its 
 people. 

 ●  Thank you! 
 ●  End DOJ's "China Initiative"! 
 ●  Am at Un. Tennessee at the heart of the problem 
 ●  thank you for doing it 
 ●  Thank you for organizing this petition! 
 ●  Thank you for your great work! 
 ●  More discriminations against Chinese American professors are happening in different 

 forms and  in a hidden way. 
 ●  Thank you for this initiative 
 ●  No need for that. Create a lot of problems for advancing science 
 ●  I endorse Stanford faculty's letter to end DOJ's contraversial "China Initiative." 
 ●  I endorse the Stanford letter to to Attorney General Merrick Garland. 
 ●  I support the letter sent to the Department of Justice by 177 faculty at Stanford which 

 protests the China Initiative. 
 ●  we should have a survey to understand how many chineses faculty actually facing this 

 kind of descrimnation, how and in what level 
 ●  “First they came for the socialists, and I did not speak out—because I was not a 

 socialist. 

 Then they came for the trade unionists, and I did not speak out— because I was not a 
 trade unionist. 

 Then they came for the Jews, and I did not speak out—because I was not a Jew. 

 Then they came for me—and there was no one left to speak for me.” 

 MARTIN NIEMÖLLER 
 ●  Please stop China initiative which is a discrimination. 
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 ●  Hope everyone has a chance to realize s/hi’s good American dream 
 ●  Stop racial profiling, discrimination & hate in science & US!  Now! 
 ●  Thank you for your vigilance over the world. 
 ●  Open to all people who really love this nation is very important! 
 ●  It should have been ended immediately! It is a purely political action! 
 ●  NYU is cooperating with this policy and already has prosecuted up to 5 scientists. It is a 

 travesty. 
 ●  Terminate the initiative that targets one race - it’s unconstitutional and does more harms 

 than benefits to American interests. 
 ●  NYU is using the China Initiative as a way to intimidate and dismiss scientists in its med 

 school 
 ●  We are scientists! 
 ●  Thanks for doing this 
 ●  Fully support the letter. 
 ●  Educating all of our trainees in open, fair, and rigorously ethical and legal approaches to 

 science and technology is the better way. 
 ●  Many of my most talented young graduate students and postdocs are leaving the U.S. 

 due to the hostile environment. The ultra-right wing took it for granted that they can bully 
 the Chinese Americans just like over 140 years ago with Geary Act and Chinese 
 Exclusion Act, or a more subtle version of it. The world has changed. First, the China 
 Initiatives and the systemic hostile environment in the U.S. government (including recent 
 DOE rules) against Chinese American scientists are typical racial profiling. Such Racial 
 profiling not only reminds but re-enacts the dark history of this country. It belies 
 everything we preach around the world: civil rights, democracy, and liberty. It makes the 
 U.S. no difference from any Tyranny, in a way that former President Trump said that we 
 are no difference from Russia. The racial profiling resembled by China Initiatives and 
 similar racial profiling actions in our government is both WRONG and hurting the U.S. 
 Please read NYT co-op from Admiral McRaven 'our republic is under attack from the 
 president'. If we define the U.S. in the way our former President defines: a country 
 carrying systemic racism and racial profiling, we lose the foundation for our leadership 
 around the world. We are not who we aspire to be any more. Second, the world is flat 
 now. The U.S. is not the only place that can allure the best talents around the world. The 
 systemic racial profiling by China Initiatives and other recent policy are pushing the best 
 talents to other regions, including Singapore, Hong Kong, EU, and China. We are literally 
 pushing the best talents to our major competitors. Some may claim that young talents 
 going to these region will lose the soil for productivity and creativity. I can tell you the 
 truth: That is a lie. My peers going back to China invented new technologies and 
 published high impact articles in a much faster speed than me! I am trying to catch up to 
 lead, while crippled by our policies and living in fear all the time. Some of my most 
 talented students and postdocs left citing the hostile environment and racism. What can I 
 say? The most talented ones often have high self-motivation and self-esteem. How can I 
 tell them to stay in a country that systemically profile against them because of their race? 
 Whenever we face challenges as a nation, there is always this impulse to seek solutions 
 with extremism. History tells us that it won't work. The Nazi Germany did not provide a 
 solution for Germany, and in the same way, this type of racism approach (like China 
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 Initiatives and other recent policy) empowered by former President Trump and his allies 
 will not lead us to where we want to be. We must stop 'China Initiative' and other policies 
 to systemically discriminate or profile against Chinese Americans. 

 ●  I share the administration's deep skepticism about China and am equally worried about 
 "Wolf Warrior" diplomacy, China's internal conduct in Xinjiang and its posture toward 
 Taiwan, intellectual property theft, and other troubling issues. But the "China Initiative" in 
 its current form is wrong-headed, misdirects resources to trivial offenses such as 
 non-disclosure of funding ties, impedes much-needed international collaboration, and 
 erodes the international appeal of the openness of US science and society. We are in 
 danger of becoming like China ourselves. 

 ●  Very important action. Many thank to the organizers. 
 ●  ends "China Initiative"; no racial profiling 
 ●  Fully support 
 ●  China Initiative adds no benefit to national security or protection of intellectual property. It 

 has become an action of bias and discrimination and should be stopped immediately. 
 ●  strongly support ending "China Initiative!" 
 ●  The China initiative is short-sighted, ill-purposed political sabotage towards scholars 

 contributing to the nation’s science, tech, and education. 
 ●  Political influence on academic freedom has to stop. Otherwise America’s future will be 

 ruined. 
 ●  It’s time to end racial profiling on people with Chinese origin. Evidences show most 

 Chinese immigrants working in academics contributing to American society by 
 advancing  sciences in many areas. They are  loyal to their new home country, the US. 
 Racial profiling alienates many scholars and it means set-backs of research progress 
 and disadvantages of American competitiveness in many fields. The negative 
 consequences are beyond imagination. 

 ●  We need the same respect as professionals and scholars as anyone else in the country. 
 ●  Thanks! 
 ●  The China initiative is racism, unfair and not good for America. 
 ●  Thank you for this urgently needed petition. 
 ●  A vociferous campaign against alleged communists in the US government and other 

 institutions carried out under Senator Joseph McCarthy in the period 1950–54. Many of 
 the accused were blacklisted or lost their jobs, although most did not in fact belong to the 
 Communist Party.  McCarthyism is against human rights and freedom of research, 
 Those tragedy should not reappear in history. 

 ●  request to ban the China Initiative 
 ●  Thank you for leading the way. 
 ●  The government must stop racial profiling Chinese American scientists and scholars. 

 They have made huge contributions to this country’s advances in science, engineering 
 and technology. However, the US government treats them as spies and enemies. This is 
 not what a democratic government should behave. 

 ●  Thank you for organizing this initiative 
 ●  Thanks 
 ●  "I am in favor of scrubbing this and all instruments that allot for racial profiling specially in 

 this case considering the valuable contributions the Chinese community has made. I 
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 understand that we need to protect against intellectual theft and corporate espionage but 
 the Asian community should not racially profiled because of it. What about those that 
 collaborate with us, live us and share the responsibilities and duties we do? Why should 
 they be targeted? Racial profiling is wrong. This is an issue that requires careful analysis 
 and sensible solutions. 

 By the same measure I am equally appalled at the fact that right in the middle of the 21st 
 century the United States still keeps Puerto Rico, US Virgin Islands, American Samoa, 
 Guam and Northern Mariana Islands as colonies with taxation but no representation in 
 Congress with equal footing as the states. There is no instrument for auto-determination 
 and if anything the efforts of places like Puerto Rico to either be incorporated as a state 
 or decolonize through becoming an independent republic are undermined and ignored 
 by Congress. On other hand the same Congress is perfectly happy with using the 
 islands as a paradise play ground for millionaires, as places to set up shell corporations, 
 to give tax breaks to the ultra wealthy and more all at the expense of the freedom and 
 liberty of the islanders. That is called imperialism. 

 As someone that grew up in these islands upon my return to the U.S. mainland I got to 
 see what it is to be treated differently in lieu of my ethnicity and where I grew up. I am 
 sympathetic to the ploy of the Chinese people as well to our need to protect intellectual 
 property however somehow when it comes to causes we the islanders are always at the 
 back of the line. When will it be our turn to democracy? When will we be free? We are 
 targeted all the time and yet our ploy gains no traction. " 

 ●  I support the letter! 
 ●  It would be helpful if you included a link to your website. Thank you. 
 ●  I would hope the US government could recognize China as a nation whose interests do 

 not always align with ours, and act accordingly. That does not mean, however, that we 
 should be preparing for active confrontation. We have had enough forever wars and 
 bogus interventions in which our political class never participates (e.g., by sending their 
 own offspring to fight in the front lines of combat). 

 ●  Go freedom 
 ●  God bless America 
 ●  Thank you for mobilizing the affected community, and spearheading this important 

 change. 
 ●  I hope it helps. This nonsense must stop. 
 ●  People should not be targeted based on where they come from. 
 ●  I fully support this letter to call for an end to "China Initiative". 

 ●  To my knowledge on history, the USA government is the third one (after Hitler and Mao 
 governments) who drove scientists away. 
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